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The Formation of the Planets in the Solar System-A new
Theory derived from the Titius-Bode Law
Hans Merkl
flacherhans@gmx.de
ABSTRACT
According to current teaching, the planets in our solar system originated from the dust in the
protoplanetary disk clumping together, forming ever larger particles until gravitational pull took effect
and formed the planets. The planets were thus produced by accretion.
This seems logical at first, but it takes a very long time and also raises the question of where the planets
actually got their angular momentum. It is thus more likely that the planets were formed from the
vortexes of matter in the dust disk. These, in turn, were created by repeated eruptions of the
unfinished sun, which was still in the throes of labour at that point. Magnetic force fields and
gravitation then quickly turned the plasma and vortexes of matter into quickly rotating planets.
The Titius-Bode law allows the distance between the planets and the sun to be easily calculated. If one
then assumes that an emerging star like our sun did not gradually start fusing the gas masses that
gravity pushed to the centre, but instead ignited repeatedly like a hydrogen bomb, this law is easy to
understand. This is not a coincidence – the Titius-Bode law describes the temporal progression of the
explosions of the sun from which the planets arose.
Keywords: Plasma; Sun-Explosions; T-Tauri-Stars; Planets; Moon

1 Introduction
Among the riddles of astrophysics that have not yet been solved with absolute certainty is the origin
of the stars and the corresponding planetary systems.
Information on how stars are created can indeed be found in a variety of textbooks – a clear cut
matter. A giant cloud of gas and dust out in space cools off and, in doing so, consolidates. That creates
dense nuclei in the cloud, which collapse under the effect of gravitation, meaning their own weight.
The pressure and temperature inside those nuclei finally become so great that a process of fusion
begins. Then, when the pressure of the gas masses on the outside is in equilibrium with the internal
pressure of the fusion, a new star is born. A whole group of stars in the case described above – at least
according to the official theory.

2 Formation of the Stars
2.1 A Peek Inside the Star Nursery
However, let us take a quick look at the region where the stars are created. The Hubble Space
Telescope has provided wonderful imagery.
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One of the most popular Hubble creations is the picture of the Eagle Nebula. A cosmic nursery. It is
7,000 light years away from Earth, and its massive black clouds of gas and dust are also referred to as
the “Pillars of Creation”. At the tips of those pillars are very young stars, some only 50,000 years old.
Looking at these 4 to 5 light-year size pillars, it is hard to imagine gravitation is at work here. Instead,
it rather gives the impression that a powerful explosion took place, and is perhaps still happening, that
drives the dust clouds apart. That, however, would require a parent population of giant stars to have
thrown the heavy elements they bred through supernova and into space. Those explosions then also
produce the super-heavy elements that are heavier than iron. That would further explain the question
of where those giant cosmic dust clouds that are needed to create the metal-rich stars of the 2nd and
3rd generation actually come from.

The Eagle Nebula. A cosmic nursery

2.2 The Significance of Plasma
These elongated forms of gas pillars in the Eagle Nebula can really only be created by strong magnetic
fields that are produced by the movement of gas and dust masses. That, however, is only possible if
the gas is ionized, meaning it exists in plasma form.
In this regard, it would thus be worthwhile to take a closer look at plasma and how it interacts with
normal matter, since it is not only important for the creation of stars, but for the creation of planets,
as well. Although plasma is nothing other than an ionized gas, the interactions in plasmas and gasses
differ so significantly that researchers consider plasma to be a fourth state of matter in addition to
solid, liquid and gas forms. Plasma is everywhere. The sun is one giant ball of plasma. Plasma is
something completely normal in space. – By contrast to neutral gasses, where atomic and molecular
interactions predominate, the electrical forces of the particles of plasma cause them to interact with
microparticles and form a so-called “complex plasma”. For example, this happens in space when
normal plasma mixes with dust. Even though the dust particles measure a mere 10,000th of a
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/aivp.64.5157
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millimetre, they are many billion times heavier than atoms and have an electric charge (Gregor
Morfill/Hubertus Thomas).
The dust towers of the Eagle Nebula are a beautiful example of a “complex plasma”. The dust masses
produced by the explosions of large, short-lived parent stars are shot through space at high speed.
The dust at the tips collides with the gas that is present everywhere in space. The speed is so great
that it causes a shock wave to form, similar to a supersonic jet. This heats the gas, and the moving
electrical charges of the complex plasma that is also generated in turn generates strong magnetic
fields. This presses the complex plasma of dust and gas together and mixes and consolidates it until
gravitation takes over and forms a protoplanetary, quickly-rotating disc in whose centre the future
star arises. The complex plasma emerging from the pillar, made up of gas and dust, provide a fresh
supply of matter for the star embryo. That is why new stars tend to emerge from the tips of these gas
pillars.

2.3 The Riddle of the High Mass Star
At this point, one could naturally ask where the earlier, extremely high-mass stars came from, which
exploded at the end of their short life cycle and created the heavy elements for the next generations
of stars. Although the standard theory works just fine for objects up to 20 times the mass of the sun,
it fails when it comes to structures any larger than that. Technically, the pressure of the radiation
should overpower the gravitation and prevent the star from growing any larger.
Many astronomers thus currently assume that the dark matter from the hydrogen clouds produced
by the big bang turned into giant stars. – However, they have not yet managed to prove it. However,
it is also difficult to provide something that supposedly does not exist! At least not in our immediate
solar environment. That is what the astronomers working with Moni Bidin at the Universidad de
Conception in Chile found. They examined stars within a radius of 13,000 light years around the sun.
However, the pattern of movement in the visible celestial bodies was consistent with gravitation.
This riddle as to how the first generation of giant stars came about is something astronomy has still
not been able to conclusively solve even today. However, it can be assumed that another law of
physics beyond the one that applies to the creation of normal size star was involved here, since
“complex plasma” did not yet exist at that time, as only gas from hydrogen, helium and a bit of lithium
existed. The only thing that was probably required to ignite a pure hydrogen compound was a higher
temperature than when the gas is contaminated by a heavy element. As a result, much more hydrogen
gas had to come together for the fusion to start, meaning a giant star would have been required. That
would solve the riddle as to the origins of the first generation of mass-rich stars. That brings a second
riddle to light. How did our galaxies form at such an early stage of the beginning of the universe?
Presumably, the first giant stars exploded fairly quickly and became black holes. Those then attracted
further gas masses, from which the galaxies originated. However, it is also imaginable that with such
a giant accumulation of gas, that interim step involving a star would not even be necessary. When
large gas masses collide, could that itself not cause a black hole to form?

Now, however, the latest research from the APOGEE observation program, which has been
used to create an age map of the large-scale distribution of the “red giants” in the Milky Way,
has shown that the “red giants” get younger the further away they are from the galactic centre
and the disk plane. Based on that, astronomers conclude that the star components in disk
galaxies, such as in our Milky Way, developed from the inside out. However, it is not clear
where the gas for it comes from.
Society for Science and Education, United Kingdom
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3 Formation of the Planets in the Solar System

3.1 Standard Theory
Like the origin of the stars, there are also different theories about the origin of the planets. The
currently recognized theory assumes that the dust particles of the protoplanetary disk with the sun in
the centre bonded together to form increasingly large particles. Once the bodies were large enough,
gravity ensured their continued growth, so that minor planets, so-called planetesimals, formed in the
end. These then continued to grow through further collisions, forming the large planets we see today.
This is the so-called “theory of accretion” – however, there are two objections to that, in my opinion:
1. Extensive trials at the University of Braunschweig, in which zero gravity was generated through drop
tests in order to simulate the conditions in space, were not particularly successful. Although the dust
particles did adhere to one another through electrostatic forces, they then bounced off one another
upon collision once they reached a certain size!
2. This process of planet formation from the collision of dust particles and subsequent minor planet
formation would also take much too long.
From the time the sun began to shine due to nuclear fusion, solar wind would blow all of the dust in
the disk out to the edge of the disk. The planet formation from dust in the disk would thus already
have to be completed by that time. This also raises the question of where during this process the
planets would have gotten their angular momentum.

3.2 The Protoplanetary Disk
For star formation of the 2nd/3rd generation, other forces would thus have to have been at work –
namely, a “complex plasma” and a strong magnetic field. Plasma accelerated by an explosion
generates a strong magnetic field (moving charge!). The magnetic field, in turn, constricts the plasma,
which causes it to accelerate even further. This self-strengthening process finally causes the plasma
dust compound to become so consolidated in the centre that gravitation takes hold. The masses that
flow toward the centre as a result begin to turn and form a disk, and the more gas that flows to the
centre, the faster it turns. During this process, the temperature and pressure in the centre become so
great that nuclear fusion begins. A star is born. But where are the planets? Before this riddle can be
solved, a brief foray into an interesting historic discovery

3.3 The Mysterious Titius-Bode Series
Every astronomer is familiar with the Titius-Bode series. It was mentioned as early as 1766 by German
astronomer Johann Daniel Titius. It is a simple guideline for determining the distance of a planet from
the sun. Since there is no proven explanation for the rule, most astronomers assume the series is a
coincidence.
The rule:
Each of the following numbers represents a planet
0

3

6

12

24

48

96

192

384

Mercury

Venus

Earth

Mars

Asteroids

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/aivp.64.5157
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As can be seen, every number after the 3 is double the number that preceded it. Now add a 4 to each
number in the series. Divide the resulting value by 10, and that is the distance from the respective
planet to the sun in astronomical units (abbreviation: AE ≙ semi-major axis Earth - Sun) 1AE ≙ 150
million kilometres.

The distance of the planets in AE is ascertainable using that method:
0.4

o.7

1.0

1.6

2.8

5.2

10

5.203

9.537

19.6

38.8

Actual distance
0.387

0.723

1.0

1.524

2.9

19.189

30.07 !

As can be seen from the original top row of numbers, the numbers double from planet to planet. That
cannot be a coincidence. On the contrary, it is a function of the natural logarithm. It is found in many
natural processes. However, there is no planet at the number 24. It is the asteroid belt
between Mars and Jupiter. Why is no planet revolving there? There are two different
theories about that. One states that a planet used to have its orbit there. However, it
burst after colliding with another celestial body. Part of the resulting shower of debris
could be the cause of the “great bombardment” of 3.9 billion years ago, the traces of
which can still be seen on the moon.
Others assume that the strong gravitational influence of Jupiter prevented another
planet from forming.
In the case of the last planet, Neptune, however, the actual distance is no longer
correct! Obviously an outlier in the series. Oddly, the minor planet of Pluto is found at
a distance of 39.482 AE.
When astronomers working with Tim Bovaird at the Australian National University in Canberra
analysed 27 extrasolar planetary systems, they noticed that they mostly followed the Titius-Bode
formula more closely than the celestial bodies in our planetary system. Of the 27 systems examined,
22 of the planets lined up according to the Titius-Bode rule. The solar system is quite vast. The 27
systems, on the other hand, are much more compact. Within them, sometimes 4 or 5 planets circle
the central star in Mercury’s orbit.
The discovery that the same rule prevails for extrasolar planetary systems, as well, excludes the idea
of coincidence. There is probably a physical reason behind this that is related to how a planetary
system develops.
According to Titius-Bode, the simplest explanation for the formation of the distance between planets
would be a pulsating sun during the initial stage of their formation. Its eruptions threw large quantities
of matter into the planetary gas and dust disk. The turbulence of those gas and dust masses, which
were probably in a state of “complex plasma”, likely allowed quickly rotating planets to develop in a
rather short amount of time as a result of gravitational, and especially magnetic, forces.

3.4 The Pulsating Sun
The gas- and dust-based matter that collided with a common centre produced, as a result of the
pirouette effect, a rotating, protoplanetary disk. At the centre of the spherical accumulation of matter,
the location of the future sun, nuclear fusion began when the pressure and temperature were great
enough. However, it cannot be assumed that the fusion in the centre gradually covered larger and
larger areas of the surrounding area. Meaning the fusion zone grew slowly, causing the sun to shine.
Society for Science and Education, United Kingdom
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On the contrary, the first combustion of the hydrogen bomb in the centre explosively drove the gas
and dust mass that had been push toward the centre by gravitation apart again. That, in turn, stopped
the fusion again, as the internal pressure and temperature were then too low. However, gravitation
continued to constantly pull gas and dust in. The more matter that pushed its way to the centre, the
faster the protoplanetary disk turned. As a result, the outer edge of the disk moved inward. Even the
time between explosions became shorter as the mass and pressure at the centre that was necessary
for another fusion were reached more and more quickly. Just like many processes in nature, this
temporal reduction in the succession of explosions followed a function of the natural logarithm. This
is reflected in the Titius-Bode rule and thus clearly explains the reason why this rule describes the
distances of the planets. The planets formed, as described in the next section, from the residue of
those explosions. This game continued until the pressure from the emerging gas masses on the centre
became as great as the internal explosion pressure. The balance of forces was then established and
our sun was born.

3.5 Our Planets – Children of the Sun
During this formation phase, each pressure wave from an explosion in the centre, the location of the
emerging sun, continued in the disk. That compromised the “complex plasma”. Concentric rings
formed that forced their way to the edge of the disk. Since the matter on the outer edge of the
protoplanetary disk rotates more slowly that at the centre of the disk, the matter being pushed
outward by the explosions was slowed down, causing it to swirl. That swirling “complex plasma”
produced strong magnetic forces that constricted the plasmoidal matter until the gravitation from it
formed a planetary embryo. This attracted further matter on its orbit in the protoplanetary disk. It
collected the surrounding dust masses during the process,
causing it to grow into the final planet relatively quickly.
This also explains why there is only one body in a
planetary orbit path, namely that of a large vortex that
was able to bind the most matter to itself. The remaining
dust and gaseous residue was driven out of the disk by the
solar wind. – That means the planets formed from the
outside as a result of the turbulence, as where else could
they have gotten their angular momentum?
This formation of a planetary system from a pulsating star,
one like our sun, can actually be observed in T Tauri stars
in our Milky Way. They can reach up to 3 solar mass in size. They are young stars that are less than a
million years old. They are surrounded by a circumstellar disk of gas and dusk and are in a phase where
they are still contracting and have not yet reached static equilibrium. Thus, they tend toward more or
less severe, irregular eruptions.
Our sun probably went through that stage of a T Tauri star itself!

4 Discussion
4.1 At the End of Development
During the phase when the young sun began to shine, the strong solar wind blew the planetary disk
free of dust and gas. The planets must have already existed then, because the solar wind dissolved the
disk from that point forward. Astronomers have observed that young, sun-like stars in our cosmic
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/aivp.64.5157
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vicinity have a stellar wind that is up to a thousand times stronger than our sun currently does. Thus,
no matter is left over for a planet to form. Observations of extrasolar systems have shown that this
only takes 2 to 3 years. The new star and its planets are then optically visibly at that time. There is no
matter left for the formation of further planets. That would also explain why there is only ever one
planet in a planetary orbit path. Namely the one whose vortex attracted all the matter. The solar wind
blew the remaining matter in the disk to the edge of the planetary system, to the Kuiper belt on the
other side of Pluto. Icy minor planets and comets formed from that residual matter. Matter samples
taken from comets originating from even further out on the edge of the solar system, in the realm of
the Oort cloud, showed that the residual matter of the protoplanetary disk had already mixed with
star dust.
However, it cannot be assumed that this principle of planet formation always applies. In the case of
extrasolar planetary systems, huge gas giants were discovered that orbited their parent star very
closely and in just a few days. – It is conceivable that, in this case, the rotational speed of the emerging
star grew so great from the influx of matter from the disk and surrounding area that the star shed part
of its outer mass as a result of the high centripetal-inertial forces and supported by a star eruption. A
large gas giant formed as a result, which orbits close to the star. The mass of the planet is irrelevant
for the speed of orbit. The only decisive factors are the distance from the star and its mass. It thus
seems that how a planetary system forms depends on the overall amount of involved matter that is
available and also from the composition and the state of that matter.

4.2 The Formation of the Moon
Formation of the moon from a collision with the imaginary planet of Theia is likely a modern
fairytale!
The vortex theory for the origin of the planets would lead to the conclusion that the Earth-Moon
system did not arise from a collision of primordial Earth with the theoretical planet of Theia. This
theory, developed by astronomer Dr Hartmann, is still very
popular at the moment. It is supported, first and foremost, by
rock samples brought back by moon astronauts. However, the
latest research, published in technical journal “Nature
Geoscience” by researches Junjun Zhang, comes to the
conclusion that the moon is the Earth’s geochemical twin.
They examined the frequency of two isotopes of the metal
titanium in samples of moon rock. The results showed that
the ratio of titanium 50 to titanium 47 in moon rock did not
differ from the distribution in the Earth’s crust by more than
0.0004%. That is surprising, since the isotope frequencies in
the solar system otherwise fluctuate by up to one hundred
times the strength. The isotope ratios of oxygen, silicon, chromium and tungsten are also comparable,
as Mathias Meier of the Swedish University of Lund emphasizes in a supporting article in “Nature
Geoscience”.
These results create some difficulties for the current model of moon formation. That is because in the
case of a collision with Theia, moon matter would differ from Earthly matter. Based on these results,
the Earth and the moon could certainly be considered twins. They were probably formed by a double
vortex. – In the beginning, during the phase when the two celestial bodies of Earth and moon were
still close together, the tidal wave of burning rock mass that surged ahead of the Earth accelerated
Society for Science and Education, United Kingdom
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the moon. That acceleration allowed the moon to shift away from the Earth. However, that also
slowed down Earth’s rotation. After all, nothing is free in nature. After the surface of Earth had cooled,
large quantities of water soon fortunately formed on Earth. Earth was, of course, a water planet in its
early stages. The origins of the early wealth of water on Earth was described in detail by Merkl in the
Canadian “Journal of Geography and Geology” and in the German “Zeitschrift der Deutschen
Gesellschaft für Geowissenschaften” (German Journal of Geology). – The moon continued moving
away from Earth because the gravitation between Earth and the moon continued to generate a surging
tidal wave in the early oceans, which the moon accelerated even further. That caused the moon to
continuously move further away from Earth. Even today this effect still causes our moon to accelerate.
As a result, the moon moves another 4 cm away from Earth every year. A remarkable aspect of the
moon is the giant indented basins on the front side. It was hit by large meteorites 4.1 to 3.8 billion
years ago during the age of the great bombardment. The craters filled with magma from inside the
moon and formed the “seas” that are still visible today. But why did these large indents only form on
the front? Well, interestingly enough, a method commonly used in space technology to accelerate
space probes was able to provide an answer. The close proximity at which probes fly by planets causes
them to be accelerated by gravity, and they continue their flight at even greater speed. The same
effect accelerated the asteroids and comets that flew very closely by Earth 3.9 billion years ago during
the great bombardment. If the moon, in its orbit around Earth, just happened to be in the line of fire,
those accelerated celestial bodies would have hit the front side of the moon at great speed, since this
side always faces Earth as a result of tidal locking. The high speed generated by the “swing by” caused
the giant craters. – This effect was missing on the back side. There is only one large impact crater
there.

5 Conclusions
According to this theory of the formation of our planetary system from a pulsating solar embryo, the
outer planets, meaning the major gas giants, were created first, one after the other starting with
Neptune, Uranus, Saturn and Jupiter, from the outside in. It is probable that the protoplanetary disks
were still being formed at that time, and that is why they were surrounded by large masses of gas.
That is also what allowed the gas giants to grow so large. At the border to the terrestrial planets, the
asteroid belt formed instead of a planet.
This was followed by the planets Mars, Earth, Venus and Mercury in intervals that reflect the solar
eruptions. Since the asteroid belt lies on the border between the major gas giants and the minor gas
giants, it is fully possible that there is a natural phenomenon here that is not yet understood and which
is related to the formation of the planetary system in general. In that case, however, extrasolar
planetary systems would also have to have this same kind of asteroid belt.
Another secret is Venus, with its very slow orbit. Not to mention in the opposite direction from the
other planets in our solar system, as well.
Some astronomers presume that a large celestial body collided with Venus and created this anomaly.
– However, since planets supposedly came from vortexes of matter, it is fully plausible that Venus was
formed by a double vortex. However, by contrast to the Earth-Moon system, the two approximately
equally sized vortexes collided and, in doing so, destroyed their original angular momentum.
Even Mercury, with its large iron nucleus, gives cause for speculation. Through its proximity to the sun,
the strong solar wind probably simply blew away the light components of the vortex of matter that
formed Mercury. – Or perhaps the young sun was turning so quickly at the end of its creation that,
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/aivp.64.5157
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like a giant centrifuge, it drove the heavy elements to the edge of the solar disk, where the inner
terrestrial planets formed from the final explosions. That could probably explain why the planet
Mercury has such a large iron nucleus.
The sun naturally lost part of its angular momentum with each of the explosions that brought about
our planets.
Our earth, with its large moon, all the water and the right distance from the sun, appears to be a
singular stroke of luck for the creation of life. However, because it can be assumed that planets are
also formed in extrasolar systems by vortexes, gas and dust masses that surround the star, there
should certainly be more Earth-like planets, perhaps even with a large moon, in our galaxy.
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“The treatment of a person or particular group of people differently, in a way that is worse than the
way people are usually treated:” 1 Literature is a true expression of life through the medium of
language. Its success lies in amalgamation of both ability and morality in such a striking way that art,
in the long run, becomes the thought. The Indian English Women Novelists enhanced Indian English
fiction through female awareness. Shashi Deshpande is one of the renowned women novelists whose
novels bring into light a realistic and influensive demonstration of Indian women’s status in the
broader societal context. The Dark Holds No Terror explores the trauma of a middleclass working
women who has become a trap in the male dominated society. Women were treated as second class
citizens were assigned their due place in the novel The Dark Holds No Terrors. In modern Indian fiction
the credit of representing the “silent voice” of woman goes to Shashi Deshpande. She unfolds the true
picture of educated women, her condition in the society.
Deshpande’s novel, The Dark Holds No Terrors, brings out the efforts of a female in a family where a
male child is preferred to a female child. The novel reveals how the insensitive attitude of the family
towards a female can drive her into a psychiatric state of mind. The central character of the novel is
Saru who experiences the lack of interest of her mother and feels guilty herself because, the guilt of
mothers’ death, her own marriage and her thinking about her husband. He is drowned at the age of
seven. Her mother preferred her brother and she is always neglected. Simone de Beauvoir once said,
“One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman. It is civilization as a whole that produces this creature
which is described as feminine". The present paper is aimed to discuss the Feministic Perspective in
Shashi Deshpande’s The Dark Holds No Terrors.
Key Words: Gander inequality, Feminism, Identity, Voice and Society.
“In childhood a woman should be under her father's control, in youth under her husband's and when
her husband is dead, under her sons, she should not have independence” (Adele King) 2
Gander inequality took many forms of injustice in male dominated and traditional ridden Indian
communities. Females are trapped from many centuries in old conventional beliefs and tradition of
practicing superstitious which demonstrated the indecisive intensification of women independence of
free thoughts. In the novels’ The Dark Holds No Terrors’ the leading character of the novel
commenced a search for individual identity. Through identity one can get self-esteem, so search of
identity leads her self-realization. This quest of self consciousness is considered the urge, action to be
free and attitude of the character. She wants to be free and recognized herself leads her internal
liberty which facilitated the central character to acknowledge their roles, with a new beginning,
uncrushed by challenges and aggression.
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“we pledge ourselves to liberate all our people from counting bondage of poverty, depression,
sufferings, gender and other discrimination”3 Gender prejudice has been deserted by most authors
whose tales teem with affectionate and give up mothers irrespective of the child’s sex. This gender
compassion can be pragmatic in all the works of Shashi Deshpande, particularly in The Dark Holds No
Terrors. The quest for identity is simply conspicuous in the livelihood of Saru, the leading character.
Shashi Deshpande’s analysis of the dilemma of Sarita through the eyes of humanistic feminism is proof
in the novel.
The most important idea of The Dark Holds No Terrors is women’s quest for uniqueness, selfexploration and resists to liberated themselves from the boundaries imposed by society; she wants to
remain free from all the boundaries of society. The novel witnessed on the predicaments of female
characters and their consciousness.
The Dark Hold No Terrors Sarita is meek and diffident, but her confidence is not so strong., belongs to
middle family want to vanish the norms of the society, and wants to adopt a new environment in her
life which her own mother never believed oh her. Her parental home gave her more pain and
sufferings. In her home her parents did not gave her status and position. If a family did not support a
female child how they expect from others as well as their own society, her mother hates her She
endure in a male-dominated world which is not so easy for a women. She neither submits to nor
escapes from the problems but she accepts the hard facts of life and challenged very well. Her own
Father gave her second position in her home; he always used to take Dhruva outside for ridding but
not her daughter. “Daughters are their mother’s business” (DHNT, 105). 4 During her childhood Sarita
was burden on her family, after marriage her husband did the same with her and uses her only for sex
during night. The wife is not only for sex and domestic works; every husband must give respects to
their wives and give them social status. It is a very serotype thinking that the birth of a girl is
considered as an ill omen, daughters are the blessing of God from heaven for parents. In the novel the
own mother did not accept of her own daughter and thought she came with heavy. Birth day was not
precious for Saru . It was always a fascinating though-‘I was born’. But of my birth, my mother had said
to me once. . . “It rained heavily the day you were born. It was terrible.” And somehow, it seemed to
me that it was my birth that was terrible for her, not the rain (DHNT, 169). 5 The sign of rain is very
auspicious. People believed that rain is the sign of new hope, new life as well as new future, but her
mother denied this mythical fact.
Her mother’s loathing to Sarita and penchant for her brother, Dhruva is undoubtedly expressed from
her actions. This developed a fissure between the mother and daughter relationship which prompts
to Sarita to chose on the corridor of insurgence. This inequity is so deeply rooted in the brain of Sarita
and all her upcoming events get ultimately stained. Her mother managed everything for her brother’s
birthday. His birthday never celebrated without Puja and other rituals, which clearly shows the
birthday of her daughter gives her a kind of annoyance.
“Sometimes, I feel discriminated against, but it does not make me angry. It merely astonishes me.
How can any deny themselves the pleasure of my company? It’s beyond me” 6
The depiction of Saru’s mothers love for her son and hatred for her daughter, give the impression of
weak point in the plot. The attachment of mother towards male child exhibits male is more important
than female. Her brother has right to give Agni after the death of his parents. “The soul of dead
parents would otherwise wander in ferment. (DHNT, 20) 7
Deshpande prolifically discards the stereotyped representation of mother and rejects the use any
bathetic sentimental language to illustrate the mother- child relationship. Saru have always denied by
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her parents because of her brother. He got a lopsided love from her parents. Mother always looks at
them on different eyes. Unfortunately from her home saru get this gift of indiscrimination.
Don't go out in the sun. You'll get even darker. Who cares? We have to care if you don't. We have to
get you married. I don't want to get married. Will you live with us all your life? Why not? You can't
And Dhruva? He's different. He's a boy. (The Dark hold no Terrors p.45) 8
This disparity in her mother's behavior of her son and daughter infuriate Saru. Being a conventional
Hindu woman, the mother think about, it her obligation to be reminiscent her daughter that she is
grown up child and she must act accordingly. It is a mother’s accountability to notice that the children
particularly the daughters behave well. When Saru reached menarche her familiarity about
menstruation is horrendous and sore. Instead of amplification the procedure to her and putting her
at ease, the mother scared her with the truth that she would lose blood for years. She is not allowed
to enter the kitchen and Puja-room. You have to sleep alone, you have to use separate plate for
eating, glass for drinking water, clothes for those days. This creates much tension and confusion in
the mind of Saru why it is so and why women are unholy during these days. She felt a burden child,
who is very perplexed at every point.

1

Concluding Remark

Through the novels Shashi Deshpande, we came to know about the problem of female characters from
birth to death, they tried their best to create their own world and develop a concept of new women.
They are trapped in conventional norms of society. They have no status in society, in the novel The
Dark Hold No Terrors Saru was very inferior person in her own family. She did a crime when she born
as women. Instead of encouraging her, Saru mother discouraged her always. During her maturation
period her mother treated her like “others”. It was not her fault and she did not take herself a
menstruation period, it is by nature and no one can deny it. Her mother treated her badly. Every
where she was discriminated and ignored child, which leads her rebellious nature. Thus a woman is
not only for sexual intercourse and like a servant in home. They too have heart in their body and it is
the responsibility of every one to give equal prestige. The rebellious nature of Saru only shows she
needs love, respect and care from her family as well as husband, but not mediocre, subordinate
position in life.
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This book introduces design thinking, the collaborative process by which the designer’s sensibilities
and methods are employed to match people’s needs with what is technically feasible and a viable
business strategy. In short, design thinking converts need into demand. It’s a human-centered
approach to problem-solving that helps people and organizations become more innovative and
creative. Design thinking converts need into demand. It is a human centered approach to problem
solving that helps people and organizations become more innovative and more creative. This book
introduces the idea of design thinking, the collaborative process by which designer’s sensibilities and
methods are employed to match people’s needs. Tim Brown, who, himself started his career as an
Industrial Designer, has shared his experience and thoughts in this book to show the upcoming
designers the various trades of the designing which should be used in today’s world. The book
emphasizes not only on the area of other than purely designing or creating an object, but to be
successful, one has to make it practical and acceptable in present as well in future.
The book, is divided into two parts, ten chapters in total, and also has an introductory chapter, where
the author tries to visualize the foresight of the designers of Great Western Railway of England,
Mr.Isambard kingdom Barnel. Mr. Barnel wanted passengers to have the sense of floating across the
country side. Part 1 of the book has six chapters, dealing with the suggestions and ideas of how the
designer should increase their thinking and how the upcoming designers’ mind frame should be
opened and ready to face the challenges. In chapter I, the author deals with how the leading maker of
bicycle parts, Shimano of Japan, faced the challenge of getting low sale of bicycle in U.S.A. and how,
with the help of observation and better retail strategy, he managed to improve the business. It further
provides the mantra of innovation by inspiration, ideation and implementation. The author
emphasizes that for a design idea, three things are must i.e. feasibility, viability and desirability. In
Chapter II, the author further emphasizes upon design thinking by human contact and interaction. It
gives a mantra, to explain observation and empathy; one has to learn from lives of others, field work
to translate the above two into actual insight or into the design or developing the product so that it
may be acceptable to the mass. Chapter III deals with the thinking of backstage by giving example of
theatre where how the backstage was unorganized, and thereby the author, after bringing the client
backstage, made it systematically. It further deals with convergent and divergent thinking. It deals
with the theory of supremacy that ideas should be picked out not by person who is giving it, but by
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the usefulness of the idea to develop an ideal. The author had an idea to have a room with an
environment in which the old ways of sticking notes and use of board should be done using the
butterfly test. Chapter IV deals with the prototype; an example of kids is taken- for telling them that
one must build up prototype before actually building it as they do in their games of building blocks. It
further says not to over invest in it and also encourage the use of actual comments from consumer by
Facebook or other sources so that it can improve it the prototyping as per one must have one’s own
idea and may or may not be plausible. But, it has to be an original, fresh idea and this would bring
more success. Chapter V deals with first hand design experience. It deals how operator enhanced its
space to give a better customer experience. The author in this part deals, how he and his team
proceeded to develop a RSO department in Mayo Clinic in which patients, designers, help
professionals were all involved in a SPARC laboratory to transform the patient’s experience. It gives a
motto that an idea, to be successful, must be well executed. It further proposes that customers should
be involved in developing ideas and they were the ultimate beneficiaries. The author in this chapter
gives example of management by customer’s involvement in Disney land and H.B.O. In the last chapter
of Part I, the author desires on to tell the need of storytelling or the way to give an idea in the form of
a story so that it may be more easily acceptable. It gives an example of Japan, where to curtail green
house gasses, in terms of Kyoto protocol,l an idea of cool Biz was floated where, for a certain period
of time, people wore casual clothes which soaked down Air Conditioners to help the environment. It
makes use of audience as a story teller and also use of advertisement and meme’s to successfully
explain the customers about the design of the product. It emphasizes the use of storytelling to be an
important tool in designers’ kit to successfully design and develop an idea of product.
Part 2 of the book starts with Chapter 7 in which the author shows the way by which a bigger company
like, Nokia and Zerox, develop their business and client base. In this chapter, main emphasis has been
given on the desirably based approach. To simplify the chapter, discusses various ways in which a
company designs itself to cater the needs of the business. It also gives example of Nano of Tata Motors
to share the ways of growth. It also deals with the dedicated spaces and workshops, to improve and
build new products, which will be catering the demands of the new generation. In Chapter 8 of the
book, the author goes further explaining the approach of design theory, it goes to the level where it
proposes that, in order to develop a design, one has to start with scratch i.e. “The Slogan How Might
We”. It gives an example of developing ideas for U.S. Transport security administrator, neither of
which invented the idea of renting the DVD online. It gave emphasis upon social contract theory which
involves the public also i.e. nurse at Kaiser, the production workers in Toyota ,and Wolf Park in the
best city. In the 9th chapter, the author talks on another dimension of thinking, by giving illustration
of Aravind eye Hospital in which Dr G. Venkatswamy, who is the entrepreneur of the said hospital, in
which lakhs of operations were done by the doctors, and also an example of International
Development Enterprises, based at Delhi which provide low cost solutions to the farmers of the vicinity
.In other words, mixing sustainable business approach and measuring profit in social impact of it. It
ultimately goes to apply the design thinking in the upliftment and betterment of the society. The last
and final chapter summarizes the gist of all the previous chapters by putting the ultimate points, that
all the above thoughts and suggestions are only good, if it is used by common designers in their day
to day routine. It emphasizes the human centered approach. It also says that there should be free flow
in all parts of organization of ideas; it should be more unique and successful. It says of getting
professional help. It emphasizes on the point of observation, and to be more curious so that one is
able to create new ideas and designs. It gives idea of carrying a sketch pad and capture photos to be
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able to capture the observations and ideas on the first hand. Thus, the author, by this book has
imparted his experience by giving examples of leading companies and designers. He has given a motto
that “To be successful, one has to be able to adapt, and think forward upon the need and upcoming
demands of the society and people”.
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